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Hi, we are modulyss.  
We make high-quality 
carpet tiles and 
always aim to inspire. 
Across the world, but 
with a sustainable 
approach.
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Hi there!

 � We're a Belgian carpet tile manufacturer, located in Zele,  
with over 25 years experience.

 � We offer a large scale of trend defining carpet tiles that meet all 
demands in terms of quality, sustainability & performance.

 � We back up that promise with a 15 year warranty. 

 � We're focussed on the International commercial market.

 � We're one of the leading companies within the carpet tile business.

 � We're a proud subsidairy of the Balta Group.

 � We're ISO 9001 and ISO 14000 certified.

 � We operate in compliance with the ISO 26000 standard (CSR).
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Balta groupPart of the Balta group
group divisions brands

central services
HR - Finance - ICT 
Procurement
Operational Excellence 
HSE

rugs

residential

commercial

non woven

woven area rugs

tufted & woven broadloom 
carpet (PP-wool) 

tufted broadloom  
carpet (PA-PTT-PES) 

rugs

UK distribution operation 
for broadloam carpet

rugs

broadloom carpet broadloom carpet  
& carpet tiles

carpet tiles

technical non wovens
needle felt

carpet tiles
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employees in 2018
±250
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Volume

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

5 069 943 sqm 5 375 907 sqm

2018

3 673 582 sqm
4 314 838 sqm

5 682 945 sqm 5 482 209 sqm
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GREAT BRITAIN - FRANCE - NETHERLANDS - POLAND - BELGIUM - GERMANY - CZECH - REPUBLIC - INDIA - SPAIN - PORTUGAL - TURKEY - ROMANIA - RUSSIAN FED. - USA-SUBCONTRACTING - IRELAND - 
ARGENTINA - BULGARIA - HUNGARY - AUSTRIA - ITALY - SOUTH AFRICA - SWITZERLAND - HONG KONG - SWEDEN - UKRAINE - LITHUANIA - LUXEMBOURG - SLOVAKIA - DENMARK - FINLAND - AUSTRALIA 
- SAUDI-ARABIA - COLOMBIA - UNITED-ARAB-EMIRATES - NEW-ZEALAND - NORWAY - CROATIA - BRASIL - CHILE - MEXICO - MAURITIUS - BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA - CYPRUS - QATAR - ESTONIA - SERBIA 
- KAZAKHSTAN - KUWAIT - SOUTH KOREA - ALGERIA - ISRAEL - SLOVENIA - GREECE - BOLIVIA - LATVIA - PANAMA - KENYA - FILIPIJNEN - GEORGIA - TUNISIA - LAOS - MACEDONIA - SINGAPORE - 
JAPAN - ALBANIA - LIBYA - MOLDAVIA - GUATEMALA - ICELAND - BELARUS - EGYPT - PUERTO RICO - MALTA - CANADA - ECUADOR - MONTENEGRO - KIRGHISTAN - VENEZUELA - PERU - TANZANIA 
- URUGUAY - TAIWAN - BRUNEI - CHANNEL ISLANDS - AZERBAIJAN - MOROCCO - LIECHTENSTEIN - ARMENIA - KOSOVO - SURINAME - VIETNAM - SENEGAL - NICARAGUA - GIBRALTAR - NIGERIA

Active in 
95 countries
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modulyss x Decor Excel

 � Inicio de cooperación en el 2004.

 � Decor Excel es el representante de modulyss para España y 
Portugal.

 � Desarrollo continuo de tecnologías, productos y diseño.

 � 2 millones de m² instalados.

 � Segunda marca del sector profesional contract.
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Sustainability
— BACKINGS
— PRODUCTS
— PARTNERSHIPS
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Through innovations and 
partnerships, modulyss 
integrates its sustainable vision 
in terms of wellbeing and 
environment throughout its whole 
value chain.
- Katrien De Cooman, Sustainability Manager @ modulyss

”
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back2back
Our standard backing that contains 
up to 10% carpet tile waste, that 

is generated during the cutting 
process thanks to our unique 

backing process. The filler is 100% 
post-industrial recycled chalk.

comfortBack
A shock-absorbing backing, made 
with 90% recycled polyester felt, 

that helps to improve wellbeing 
and underfoot comfort within a 

workspace.

ecoBack
A backing with enhanced 

sustainability.

ECO-PROJECTS

Backings
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 ■ Our next step in sustainable product development.

 ■ A bitumen-free and PVC-free backing.

 ■ Less material needed for same high performance  
(in comparison to our other backings).

 ■ Enhanced sustainability thanks to its  
recycling potential and focus  
on circularity.

BACKINGS

ecoBack

coming 
soon

Q1 2020

BACK-
INGS
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ECO-PROJECTS

Products

13 eco-collections
Alternative100, Pure Air100, Moss, 

Leaf, Willow, Grind, Millennium 
Nxtgen, Txture, Mxture, Blaze, 

Dusk, Dawn & Gleam.

ECONYL®

Our eco-collections are made with 
ECONYL® - a 100% regenerated 

yarn, derived from recovered fishing 
nets and other waste materials.
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CO
2
RE

Rising to the challenge of global 
warming, a selection carpet tiles 
are now available with low CO

2
 

emissions in our CO
2
RE carbon 

offset initiative.

CARE
A partnership of modulyss and 

the Vanheede Environment Group 
in which carpet tiles are converted 

into secondary fuel to reduce 
CO

2
 emissions.

Healthy Seas
modulyss is an associate partner 

member of Healthy Seas®.  
Joining Healthy Seas®, modulyss 
helps to prevent marine littering 

in our seas.

ECO-PROJECTS

Partnerships
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Product mix
— CREATIVE
— FUNCTIONAL
— UPCOMING
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CREATIVE
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CREATIVE

Delight
Inspired by the  
mixed metallic  
trend, this collection 
is comprised of 5  
diverse carpet tile 
designs unified 
through a gloss 
accent and colour 
range. 

BLAZE 553, 961

SPARK 907, GLEAM 990 & DAWN 99B, 99M

DAWN 57B, 57M, 93B, 93M GLEAM 511, 535, 569, 581 & SPARK 511, 550

hooray! we won!
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CREATIVE

&-collection
Our long-running 
coordinated approach 
to the way we design 
carpet tiles. All products 
can be mixed&matched 
and offer interesting 
variations in design, 
texture or colour.

VELVET&
FASHION&

FLUID&, VELVET&
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CREATIVE

Fluid&
Perfectly imperfect in its 
approach to pattern, Fluid& 
is a mind-blowing carpet 
tile range that brings a bold 
splash of colour.
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FUNCTIONAL
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FUNCTIONAL

comfortBackCOMFORT

comfortBack is a shock-absorbing backing that 
improves wellbeing, underfoot comfort and 
acoustics within a workspace and ensures 
cushioning and sound-absorption for a floor that’s 
comfortable for longer.

Just as comfy as the so
le of 

your favourite pair of 
sneakers
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FUNCTIONAL

comfortBackCOMFORT

The construction
comfortBack uses a specially developed 90% 
recycled content polyester felt to provide its 
comfort. It’s lightweight yet dense enough to  
absorb footfall time and time again.

1   Pile material + primary backing + precoat

2   Glass scrim for superior dimensional stability

3   back2back (10% recycled content) for strenght

3   90% recycled felt comfortBack for better comfort

3

2

4

1
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FUNCTIONAL

Flex Fitters
INSTALL
ATION

The modulyss Flex Fitters are self-adhesive 
tabs for a glue-free installation of back2back 
carpet tiles and planks.

With a negligible amount of VOCs, leading to a 
better indoor air quality, and a higher recyclability 
of both the tabs and the carpet tiles, this flexible 
method offers a sustainable solution.
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What does this mean for your project?
 � A negligible amount of VOCs.

 � Made of recyclable PET.

 � Glue-free, so no drying time required.

 � Easy to remove, replace and recycle the carpet tiles.

 � Subfloor remains intact and without glue residues.

 � Offers some additional creative possibilities  
such as separate rug zones.

FUNCTIONAL

Flex Fitters
INSTALL
ATION
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UPCOMING
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fast forward
to 2020
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First collection 2.0
with revamped designs, an 
increased wear-resistance  

and our own in-house yarn, we 
took (y)our evergreen products 

to a whole other level. 
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First Forward
Comes in a mix of 27 classy 
neutrals and bold funky shades, 
offering a wealth of on-trend 
mix&match possibilities at a 
competitive price level.

27
colours

First Forward 210

First Forward 322

First Forward 625
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FIRST FORWARD VIDEO
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 2 new linear carpet tiles

First Straightline

 �Replaces First Radiant  
& First Lines
 �Refined and colourful lines  
that come and go
 �Available in  
22 colours

First Streamline

 �Replaces  
First Stripes 
 �Soft lines that  
create a knitted 
effect
 �Available in  
14 colours

First Streamline

create a knitted 
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 2 new design carpet tiles

First Define

 �Value design and engineering

 �Concrete look

 �Available in max. 11 colours

First Decode

 �Value design and engineering

 �Barcode effect and a  subtle 
gradient effect

 �Available in max. 12 colours
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Worldwide 
projects
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14.320 m² | Belgium | Patchwork, Moss, Leaf, Willow

Project | KPMG
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Project | Park Postepu
450 m² | Poland | Dusk, Dawn, Millennium Nxtgen
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3.400 m² | The Netherlands | Moss, Leaf

Project | Quanza
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 ” We wanted to recreate the 
feeling of a village square in 
the central hall of the building, 
where the employees can 
meet and relax in a friendly 
environment.  
– WILCO KERSING, INTERIOR DESIGNER
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945 m² | Portugal | Moss, Grind

Project | Banco BAI Europa
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14.320 m² | Belgium | First Absolute

Project | Bourgoensch Hof
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345 m² | Spain | Fashion&

Project | Aecom Strategy
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6.000 m² | Russia | DSGN Cloud

Project | Huawei
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100 m² | UK | Fluid&, Velvet&, Fashion&

Project | Boss Design showroom
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Get in touch.
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modulyss
Zevensterrestraat 21

9240 Zele

info@modulyss.com

www.modulyss.com

Follow us, 
contact us, 
get involved!
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designerblogwww
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